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Chapter 351

“Sister Jiuera!”

In the back seat, the beauty was slumped on the seat, a thin white veil
covering her seductive form.

One could tell from the tulle’s bulging outline alone how ripe and seductive
this woman’s figure was!

A pair of large, feminine eyes blossomed with wisdom, as if they could see
through everything.

Under her gaze, Haoden Ye actually had the feeling of blushing.

As if he wasn’t wearing any clothes at this point and was clearly seen by this
woman.

Coughing awkwardly, Haoden Ye politely shouted.

The beauty smiles, and the country falls to pieces.

“Are you afraid of me?”

Jiu Er languidly twisted her petite body, a few flirtatious smiles on her lips.

“Of course not!”Haoden Ye quickly shook his head.



“So you like me?”

Sister Jiuzi’s smile grew even stronger, and there wasn’t a spot on her body
that didn’t smell sexy and alluring.

For a moment, it was as if the scent of the car had grown stronger.

With a blush on his face, Haoden Ye quickly shook his head and said, “Sister
Jiuera is joking.”

As he said this, he felt his throat go dry, as if this woman had set it on fire
somewhere in his body.

“Which of your men’s words should I believe, when half of them are lies?”

Haoden Ye felt that, at this rate, his emotions were going to be completely
controlled by this woman.

“Where is this from Sister Jiuera!A man of your stature, I wouldn’t dare lie to
you!I don’t know how Sister Jiuzi is handling the last incident!”

Haoden Ye quickly brought the topic to the main topic to prevent being led
astray by this woman.

“Well the last time…”

With an uninterested look on her pretty face, Jiuera lazily said, “Brother Blade
won’t be bothering you lately!”

Relieved in his heart, Haoden Ye looked grateful and said, “Thank you, Sister
Jiuera!”



“Don’t be in a hurry to thank me yet!I, Ninth, never help people for free, have
you thought of how to thank me?”

A pair of willowy eyebrows rose slightly, and Sister Jiuera smiled.

“Of course it is!”

Haoden Ye nodded vigorously, he had already thought of how to thank Sister
Jiuzi.

“Ninth sister, I…”

Just after opening his mouth, Haoden Ye was suddenly stunned.

The pretty face of Sister Jiuera on the other side blushed slightly, and she
exuded an alluring air.

“Sister Nine?”

As a first brother, Haoden Ye didn’t understand what this meant and said in a
serious manner, “Sister Jiuera, do you have a fever?”

Sister Jiuera was stunned to hear him ask, she used to be like this, men must
have been fascinated by her.

“You’re a real piece of work.Product!”

Sister Jiuzi puffed out a laugh, which was supposed to charm Haoden Ye.

A man must be so fascinated by a woman that there’s basically nothing
intelligent about her.

Of course, Jiu Er is not easy to do this to any man.



Usually young, emotionally youthful boys are his favorites.

Being evaluated like this by Sister Jiuera, Haoden Ye was helpless.

He didn’t know how he should respond to Ninth Sister’s words!

“Kuzu-san, I’m actually experienced in this area?”

That made him blush!

“Come on, I don’t want you to help me with anything else either!You’ve been a
good guy for a while, I want to be a good guy for a while!You call me sister,
and let’s just forget about this!”

Sister Jiuzi looked at Haoden Ye with a smile, her eyes more than a little
flirtatious.

This sister seemed to be different from the Ninth Sister that Haoden Ye
usually called.

“Sister!”Haoden Ye blushed, especially under the gaze of Sister Jiuzi.

Puffing out her chest, Nine laughed again.

“After all the trouble you’ve given me, I’ve forgotten what I came here for
today!”

As if suddenly remembering something, Sister Jiuera said, “You still don’t
know who made Brother Blade pick on you, do you!”

“It’s Lin Feng of the Lin family, isn’t it!”



Haoden Ye’s face was gloomy, because of the conflict with the Lin family, he
now had few friends in Dan City who were upstanding.

“You know?”

Sister Jiu Er had a slightly dumb look on her face, “You’re really not an
ordinary person, you’ve offended the Lin family, so why don’t you run!”

Shrugging his shoulders, Haoden Ye indifferently said, “Where can I run
to?Besides, they’re not lawless, are they, the Lin family?”

“You’re thinking Holander will help you, aren’t you!Oh, although Simen is the
heir of the Holander family, he can’t openly shout at the Lin family, and if
things get too big, Holander will definitely not let Holander control you!”

Sister Nine’s eyes became compassionate.

“Then you’re not afraid that the Lin family won’t be happy if you help me,
Sister Jiuera?”Haoden Ye looked at Sister Jiuera curiously.

“Me?”Sister Jiuzi pointed to her nose and thought a little, “You’re right, it looks
like I should sell you to Lin Feng!”

Although he knew she was joking, Haoden Ye couldn’t help but feel a little
awkward in his heart.

From the time he met her, he had a good impression of Sister Jiuzi.

She kept provoking herself though, and I could tell the heart wasn’t bad.

Stretching out his hand, Haoden Ye grasped Sister Jiuzi’s wrist.



Sister Jiuera’s delicate body trembled slightly, and her eyes instantly flashed
with killing intent!

But soon, her appearance calmed down and she looked at Haoden Ye
curiously.

“What, scared?Trying to seduce your sister now?”

Gently shaking his head, Haoden Ye looked serious, “Did Sister Jiuera give
birth to a child prematurely when she was young, when the birth conditions
were very poor!”

Sister Jiuera’s eyes narrowed sharply and her delicate body trembled.

“Why do you ask!”

Haoden Ye didn’t notice that when Sister Jiuera said this, her tone was cold
and her cheeks turned white.

“Does Sister Jiuera now feel the cold pain in her abdomen in winter,
sometimes she doesn’t even dare to turn on the air conditioner in summer,
and when she sleeps at night, she usually has inexplicable dreams about
being stabbed with an ice pick in her abdomen!”

Hearing Haoden Ye’s words, Sister Jiuera’s delicate body trembled slightly
and her eyes grew to look at Haoden Ye.

“You…you’re too godly to even guess my dream!”

“You must have seen a doctor, too, and he’ll give you a little medicine for the
cold, and you’ll be well for a month or two after that, and then the old habits
will come back, won’t they?”



“Yes…the doctor said it’s all a common disease for women, and I have a bad
constitution, so it’s a frequent occurrence, and after menopause it’s oh so
good!”

Thinking about it, Sister Nine.

“When the average doctor sees this symptom, of course he would think so,
you’re not in a bad state of health, you can be described as a very good kind,
and if I’m right, you must be very lively when you’re young.”

“But after the birth of this child, you began to become inactive!”

“Ah!You know this too!”

Sister Jiuzi nodded vigorously, looking surprised at Haoden Ye.

“That’s right, you were born with that baby when the cold entered your body
and resisted it all these years by virtue of your very good constitution!”

Saying that, Haoden Ye had closed his eyes, his face looking focused.

After years of practicing medicine, he’s gotten to be what a doctor should be.
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“If you were an ordinary woman, you would definitely have a serious illness at
this time, and no matter how close your constitution is, you definitely won’t
survive seven months, and the doctor treats you like an ordinary woman, so
naturally he thinks it’s no big deal!”

“It’s not surprising that the cold has been eating away at your meridians ever
since that time, so you’ve become colder and colder, less and less inclined to
move, and there’s that aspect…the need seems to be gone!”



At this point, Haoden Ye’s face flushed slightly.

He couldn’t even open his eyes to look at Sister Jiuera!

It was fortunate that he hadn’t opened his eyes, otherwise the Ninth Sister he
saw at this point would have broken his heart.

Sister Jiuzi’s eyes slowly condensed out tears, her thoughts seemed to return
to more than a decade ago.

On the ninth day of the first month of that year, she was pregnant and stuck in
an alleyway by her creditors.

Several men facing hideous men tried to rape her who was already pregnant!

Panic and a rough shove from the man caused her amniotic fluid to break and
the baby to be born prematurely.

And because of that, she kept her innocence.

The men searched her for all her money, even stripping her of a thirty-dollar
jacket, and left her inside the cold alley.

There, she gave birth to what is now her daughter.

From that day on, she slowly hated men and wouldn’t let any man touch her.

She thought it was because of her experience that day, but not because she
was physically ill.

Taking a deep breath, Sister Jiu Er stabilized her emotions and held back the
tears that were in her eyes.



“Look at you talking like you’re serious, like I’m dying!”

Opening his eyes, Haoden Ye looked at Sister Jiuera and said with a very
serious face, “There is a good and a bad side to this disease!”

After a pause, Haoden Ye stared at Sister Jiuera’s pretty face and said, “The
advantage is that a woman’s body is cold and most avoid dryness, this cold
hurts your body but at the same time, it helps you to be lower than anxiety and
other emotions, making you more calm!”

“Oh?”Sister Jiuzi was slightly stunned at that.

Young as she was, she did have a hairy personality, more hot-blooded than a
boy, but how else would she have fallen for that punk if she hadn’t been so
smart.

“What about the downside?”Sister Jiuzi was curious.

“The downside is that in five years, the cold will completely take hold in your
body, you’ll be very afraid of the cold, and the pain will become more frequent,
like a toothache, which is not very painful, but can be excruciating!”

Sister Jiuera listened, her petite body trembling slightly.

“Do you heal?”Sister Jiuzi looked tense, and I could tell that she was very
afraid of pain.

Smiling slightly, Haoden Ye nodded, “I can help you let go of the cold, but…
ahem, you might have to suffer a bit!”

The eyebrows furrowed, and Ninth Sister showed a suspicious look.



“You’re not saying you’re going to take advantage of your sister by having her
take her G off for you like in the movie!If you want to see your sister’s body,
you can marry her first!”

Hearing this, Haoden Ye didn’t know whether to nod or shake his head.

Nodding your head means you like looking at her body, shaking your head
means you don’t want to marry her.

“Ninth sister misunderstood, that’s not what I meant!”

Haoden Ye quickly shook his head and said, “It only needs acupuncture plus a
bit of tui na!”

In fact, with the power of the Xuanjiu needle, Haoden Ye only needed a few
stitches.

However, since the last incident with Liu Fei Leng, Haoden Ye had become
cautious.

Sister Jiuzi didn’t say anything, but looked fixedly at Haoden Ye, as if she
wanted to see something in his eyes.

However, after looking at her for a long time, she still found nothing, and
suddenly puffed out a laugh, “See how scared you are, my sister would love
for you to want me!”

Relieved, Haoden Ye smiled bitterly, sometimes he couldn’t tell if this woman
was joking or serious.

“Tell me, how do you want to treat it?”

With one hand on her chin, Sister Jiuera was smiling.



“I’ll write a recipe, you go to the Spiritual Medicine Hall to grab the medicine,
and tonight at the alternation of child and ugly, bathe in warm water, then take
my medicine!”

Haoden Ye spoke in detail about the process of taking the medicine and the
things that needed attention.

“Child and ugly alternate?”

Dumbfounded, Nine was at a loss for words.

“Ah!It’s the alternating times of twelve and one o’clock at night!”Haoden Ye
quickly explained.

“And so much more elaborate!”

Sister Jiuzi showed a look of disapproval, “I’ve heard of people’s Chinese
medicine, it didn’t say that they still need to bathe, I’m a greedy sleeper, why
don’t you come to my room and supervise me?”

“Don’t joke around, Sister Jiuera!People of your system usually sleep very
little at night!”

With a bitter smile, Haoden Ye explained.

“You’re right again!”

Sister Jiuzi suddenly reached out her hand and dabbed at Haoden Ye’s nose.

The movement was like a kitten catching a fish, so fast and accurate that
Haoden Ye didn’t have time to react.

“Get out of my car!Stinky man!”



Sister Nine shifted her gaze, her tone flirtatious.

Getting down from the car, Haoden Ye shook his head for a bitter laugh.

Turning to the door of the drugstore, a man walked up.

“Boss, your medicine is very effective!”

Lin Xiang slowly walked over with his head down.

“cheerful, you’re back!”

Seeing Lin Xiang, Haoden Ye was delighted and quickly walked up to her,
grabbing her wrist with one hand.

From his pulse, it looked like Lin Qi was almost better, and Haoden Ye was
relieved.

“Your condition has lessened and the third stage of treatment will begin soon!”

With a slight smile, Haoden Ye was pleasantly surprised.

“Thanks Boss L!”cheng kept his head down.

Haoden Ye got curious and bent down to look at her face.

This look didn’t matter, Haoden Ye was shocked.

Her face was wrinkled, as if she had aged ten years all at once.

“What happened to your face?”Haoden Ye was concerned.



“I…I have a mask on my face!”

Biting his lip, cheng cheng’s eyes hesitated.

“I want to show you what I really look like!”

Seeing her hard look, Haoden Ye smiled in his heart as he pressed a hand on
Lin Chang’s shoulder and said, “Oh, knowing or not knowing that there’s some
kind of gap starting from Υж?You’ll always be that cute little cheerleader in my
heart!”

When he raised his head slowly, cheerful eyes moistened.

“Boss, don’t you want to see who I am, you might be very surprised!”

Beyond the creases on her pretty face, Haoden Ye had seen her fair, jade-like
skin.

“Boss, unmask this mask and you’ll see who I am!”

Gently biting his lip, Lin cheerfully and slowly.

A voice in her heart sounded, Haoden Ye would definitely unmask her.

She was the snail girl in Haoden Ye’s heart!

However, Haoden Ye didn’t do anything, he just smiled and looked at Lin
Xiang, “I told you, I just need to know that you’re Lin Xiang!Other identities
don’t matter to me!”

A tear flashed in the corner of his eye, and Lin Yao was delighted and
disappointed.



Tears fell, and the beauty sighed quietly.
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Happy because Haoden Ye valued her, not the identity behind her.

Disappointed that after being by Haoden Ye’s side for so long, she couldn’t tell
him who she was.

“I’ve taught you enough alchemy,”

Haoden Ye was sad to think that she was leaving.

“Boss, here’s one for you!”Lin Yao pulled something out of his pocket and
handed it to Haoden Ye.

Haoden Ye took a look at it, a surprised look on his face, “Concert?Lin Yu
Mo’s concert?”

“Well!”Lin Xiang said with a shallow smile, “I hope you’ll go see it, you must!”

After saying that, she turned and ran away.

“Lin Yumo?”Haoden Ye frowned.

This was the third time in the past few days that he heard the words “Yu Mo”.

I was about to think about it carefully when the phone rang.

“Haoden Ye ah, come to the hospital, something happened to your mother!”

At the words, Haoden Ye was shaken.



Hurriedly getting into the car, Haoden Ye headed to the central hospital.

“Mom!What’s wrong with you again!I didn’t say it was hard for me to take time
off!”

Inside a teahouse, Zhou Xiaojun walked into the private room in a fury.

“Hey, my daughter is getting older and is starting to find her mother annoying!”

With a quiet sigh, Zhou looked sad.

“Geez, that’s not what people mean!”

Hearing this, Zhou Xiaojun hurriedly leaned in front of Zhou and put his head
against her breasts.

Sister Zhou’s chest was tickled by her hair, laughing and cursing, she pushed
her a bit and said with no good grace, “How old are you, and still so spoiled!”

Hehehe, Zhou Xiaojun’s pretty face came out of her chest, hugged Zhou’s
neck, kissed her on the cheek: “How big I’m all mom’s daughter, spoiled how!”

Pushing her, Zhou gently stroked her hair, “In a flash, my daughter has grown
up!”

“When did you get so sentimental!”

From Sister Zhou’s arms, Zhou Xiaojun turned around and made it to the sofa,
picking up the apple on the table and munching on it.

Seeing her lively and animated appearance, Zhou frowned.



Once upon a time, she was also a lively girl, more cheerful than Zhou Xiaojun
now.

Since giving birth to Zhou Xiaojun, her personality had suddenly become cold.

“This one surnamed Ye is a troublemaker, but he’s really good at medicine!”

Pondering the thought, a warm smile appeared on Zhou’s face.

Zhou Xiaojun took a hard bite of the apple and clicked it, the sweet juice
spilling out of the corner of her mouth, not at all as graceful as her mother’s.

“As big as she’s grown, she’s still sexually like a child!”

Thinking about Zhou Xiaojun and Zyden, Zhou frowned.

“Mandy, have you fallen in love?”

Hiding the worry in her heart, Zhou smiled gently.

“Huh?”Zhou Xiaojun’s eyes flashed with panic and his tone was evasive:
“Where is it… who am I in love with?”

“What else can’t you tell your mother, I hear he’s also the son of a major
entrepreneur!”

Sister Zhou said with a calm face, as if she was talking about something very
unimportant.

“Ah!”Zhou Xiaojun held an apple, half of it blocking his face: “Who did you
hear that from, Uncle Er?”

“You’re still in touch with your second uncle?”Zhou frowned.



“He sent me to his house the day before yesterday and brought a doctor to
see me physically!”Zhou Xiaojun trailed off.

Sister Zhou took a deep breath, her face darkening, “How many times have I
told you not to contact your second uncle, he’s just like your heartless father,
he’s a wolf that can’t be fed!”

“Got it!”Zhou Xiaojun said impatiently, but clearly didn’t take it seriously.

“Tell me about that little boyfriend of yours!”

Sister Zhou could do nothing about her daughter’s carelessness, and the topic
returned to Zyden.

“What boyfriend ah, he’s the son of the CEO of the Hongs, people chasing me
is just a temporary novelty!”

Deflated, Zhou Xiaojun was unhappy, “Why does everyone think I should be
with him!I rather like his friend!”

“A friend of Zyden’s?”Sister Zhou gave a shallow smile, “That’s the doctor you
were talking about, the one who gave you the rejuvenation pills, right, what’s
his name?”

“His name is Haoden Ye!”

Zhou Xiaojun gathered his hair, his pretty face blushing slightly, “He’s very
nice!”

“Well?”Sister Zhou was startled and her face turned strange, “You like this
man?”

“It’s not that I like it, it just feels good!”



Zhou Xiaojun lowered his head and chewed the apple.

Rubbing her own brow, Sister Zhou thought, “This man, you’d better stay
away from him, he’s offended the Lin family!”

“Hmph, it’s just that Lin Feng, I heard from Simen, Simen doesn’t give a damn
about him!”

Wrinkling his nose, Zhou Xiaojun.

“Simen is Simen, Haoden Ye is Haoden Ye, these rich people like to make
friends with talented folk but may not be willing to lose too much for
them!Every man has an account in his heart!”

Sister Zhou tried to explain to Zhou Xiaojun.

“Oh, I understand, I’ll just have less contact with him in the future… hehehe,
doesn’t mom want the Naco Rejuvenation Pill too?”

Women love beauty, and seeing her daughter change, Zhou also once
thought about spending money on a rejuvenation pill.

However, knowing that Haoden Ye was the refiner of the rejuvenation pill,
Sister Zhou was in no hurry.

Always take one bite at a time, men are wolves, you get too close, they’ll be
alert, throwing meat all the way on the ground, and he’s not forgetting the
mother pit to jump in?

Central Hospital, inside Milda Ward.

Xu Yougong, the famous domestic physician from the provincial capital, was
now looking serious and serious: “Judging from her blood pressure, this is



typical hypertension, but her heart rate is slightly low again, and if I’m right,
she’s been eating more fat lately…”

Across from him, Dean Li, Robert Shen, and Maya Shen listened intensely.

Xu Yougong saw their respectful faces and looked slightly smug.

He had heard about a very powerful herbalist coming to Dan’s central
hospital, and took the time to come down and have a look, with the intention
of making comparisons.

“Dr. Xu, my mom has never liked meat and never ate anything too oily!”

Just after Doctor Xu finished speaking, Maya Shen immediately shook her
head.

“Well!I’m just talking about the general situation!”

Dr. Xu’s face flushed, feeling that this woman was deliberately coming to hit
his face.

“Ahem, another thing that happens is that the patient likes to drink alcohol!”

As soon as he finished speaking, a sudden wind came at the door, and then
the fifty-year-old Dr. Xu was pushed away by someone.

“Mom!”

The man took hold of Milda Hao’s wrist as soon as he entered, as if
diagnosing.

“Who are you!This is an intensive care unit, who let you in!”



Dr. Xu became furious and glared at the young man.

“I don’t have time to explain this to you right now, so please get out of my
way!”
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The young man looked impatient and pushed Dr. Xu’s hand away.

“Outrageous, but I am a famous physician in the province, and my medical
skills are recognized by many experts and patients in China…”

Doctor Xu’s old face turned red and pointed at the young man in anger.

“Dr. Xu, you’d better get out for a while!”

At this time, a voice suddenly sounded, and it was Dean Li.

Dr. Xu was dumbfounded, shouldn’t Dean Li ask this uninvited guest to leave
at this time?

“Dean Li, what do you mean, I’m a famous provincial…”

“Get out!”Before Dr. Xu could introduce himself in detail, Robert Shen
suddenly raised his head and pointed at the door in anger.

“Huh?The patient is very weak right now and should be treated quickly with
western medicine, this person is a Chinese medicine practitioner at first
glance and will definitely delay his condition!”

Xu Youguang snorted angrily and walked out angrily.

He didn’t leave, but stood in the doorway and listened for movement inside.



“Well, if you dare to disobey me, let’s see how you’ll beg me later!”

An old doctor Xu stood so upright in the doorway, lusting after the scene
where Robert Shen and the others begged him, a smug smile on his face.

Inside the ward, Haoden Ye was still diagnosing Milda Hao’s pulse.

“Haoden Ye, what’s wrong with our mom?”

Maya Shen just looked calm, but as soon as Haoden Ye came, she couldn’t
help but sob.

Haoden Ye didn’t reply and continued to diagnose with his eyes closed.

“Yeh, what’s going on you’ll say something then!”Robert Shen was also
anxious.

“Don’t worry the two family members, Dr. Ye is concentrating on her diagnosis
right now, so let’s not disturb her.”

It took a full ten minutes before Haoden Ye’s eyes opened.

“Dr. Yeh, what’s wrong with your mother-in-law?”Dean Lee hurried.

“Poisoning!”Haoden Ye now looked hazy and Xu Xu.

“Poisoning?”Dean Li’s face changed and he shook his head, “We’ve already
done the test, your mother-in-law’s blood is very normal!”

“Not just any poison, but meridian poisoning!”Haoden Ye sighed slightly and
said, “The heart fire is weak, the liver is strong, and half of the meridians are
closed, so the heart rate is low, but the blood pressure is very high!”



Taking a deep breath, Haoden Ye only felt a chill down his spine.

“If we follow the treatment for high blood pressure, Mom would have died on
the spot, and if we follow the treatment for low heart rate, I’m afraid Mom will
soon become a vegetable!”

Hearing this, everyone present was shocked!

This poison, like the poison in Willow Fiddler’s Leng, is a toxin produced by
the body itself, causing strange changes in the body.

“So…how’s that mom doing now!”

Maya Shen’s eyes immediately turned red when she heard Haoden Ye’s
solemn words.

“Of course I’ll be fine with acupuncture, but…”

Haoden Ye thought of Liu Fei Leng and hesitated.

He didn’t know if the other side had a back up, but what if he acupuncturized
himself and ended up with an even worse condition?

This poison is unpredictable!

“Then why don’t you get acupuncture!”Robert Shen was anxious.

Hesitantly, Haoden Ye decided to try it.

If you can’t, you can only hurry back to refine some life-saving pills.

Holding a silver needle, Haoden Ye began acupuncture.



Two whooshes, the silver needle entered the body, and at this time, Milda Hao
suddenly walked over.

Seeing her open her eyes, Robert Shen and Maya Shen, who had been
worried, were relieved.

“Mom, how are you feeling right now?”

Seeing that his mother-in-law had regained consciousness, Haoden Ye
quickly inquired.

“Yeh?”Milda Hao looked like she was in a trance, as if she didn’t know why
she was in the hospital: “I’m feeling a little thirsty!”

At this time, Haoden Ye also completed his diagnosis.

At this time, Milda Hao’s body was already free of problems, so there
shouldn’t be any back up.

Nodding to Robert Shen and Maya Shen, the two of them showed joy on their
faces.

“Mom!”Maya Shen threw herself into Milda Hao’s arms.

“Oh, Dr. Yeh is really something, would you be convenient to step out for a
moment while we discuss the condition?”

Dean Li smiled, his face relaxed to Haoden Ye.

Looking at him, Haoden Ye nodded gently.

The ward door opened, two people came out, and Haoden Ye locked his
eyebrows.



When Xu Yougong saw the two of them, his face showed disdain and he
snorted coldly, “How’s it going?Is the patient’s condition serious?Well, I
already…”

Before he finished speaking, President Li had already said, “Doctor Xu, the
patient is already well.”

Xu Yougong almost didn’t carry his breath, flabbergasted on the spot at the
time.

“Oh, this is Dr. Xu Yougong Xu, a famous internal medicine doctor from the
Central Hospital in the provincial capital!”

Dean Li hurriedly introduced Xu Yougong to Haoden Ye, after all, the two of
them had just had a bad time, and he didn’t want Haoden Ye to offend Xu
Yougong to death.

Haoden Ye naturally understood what he meant and quickly smiled at Xu
Yougong, “Thanks to Dr. Xu’s help, I was able to cure my mother, thank you
Dr. Xu!”

“Ah…ah…haha, this doctor is polite, I’m just doing a little bit to help!”

How did Xu Yougong not know that two people were putting gold on his face!

“Dr. Xu is very proficient in internal medicine, and many leading medical
expert groups in the provincial capital have asked Dr. Xu to help them!”

Dean Lee immediately went into ass-kissing mode, but he was right.

Xu Yougong did not have great talent, but was very down-to-earth and
studious, studied all his life, and his achievements were not small.



“Oops, I forgot to introduce you, this is Mr. Ye, our guest physician at the
Central Hospital!”

Dean Li hurriedly introduced Haoden Ye.

“Ah!You are Haoden Ye, haha, young and promising!”

Xu Yougong was surprised to hear the face, so this was the Chinese medicine
expert hired by the central hospital.

I have to say, this one has really good medical care.

It would take at least a month to treat Milda Hao’s disease even if you were
full of yourself, and Haoden Ye went in for a while and Milda Hao was fine.

“Doctor Xu is overpraised, a medical sage like you is the model for us to learn
from!”

Haoden Ye immediately started touting Dr. Xu.

Xu Youguang laughed and began to tout Haoden Ye as well.

Passing doctors and patients saw the two men enjoying themselves and
thought they were sympathetic to each other.

“I wonder if Dr. Ye is interested in developing in the provincial capital!”

Xu Yougong was also a lover of talent, and seeing that Haoden Ye was so
proficient in medicine, he thought of recommending him to the provincial
capital.



Although he had no great success in the medical profession, he
recommended several promising young men to the provincial medical expert
group.

That’s why he’s as good as he is in the provincial medical community!

“No need for that, I have a clinic of my own!”

Haoden Ye politely refused, and Xu Youguo was disappointed to hear it.

Is it not good enough for a small urban doctor to become a provincial-level
specialist?

I don’t know how many people squeezed their scalp to get into the province
but didn’t have the chance, but Haoden Ye didn’t cherish this opportunity!

Xu Yougong was a little upset, but when he thought about it, he couldn’t blame
Haoden Ye.

Everyone has their own aspirations, and if people don’t want to go, what can
they do?
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Meanwhile, inside Zhang Chengyu’s room at the Imperial Hotel.

A voluptuous and graceful girl, dressed in a three-point style, sat on Zhao
Chengyu’s lap.

Across from the two of them, Lin Feng was also holding a beautiful girl in his
arms, who was lazily snuggling up to him.

“Well?I told you my female fans wouldn’t let you down!”



With a charming smile on his face, Zhang Chengyu held the beautiful woman
with one hand and played with her delicate body with the other.

“Hehe, Brother Zhang is just awesome!”

Ordinary men dream of being female stars, but people from big families like
Lin Feng’s know that a star is just a gimmick.

A really beautiful woman may not be a star, especially some women, but
money is not always available.

And none of this was a problem for Zhang Chengyu.

His fans are not just ordinary girls, but also many girls from rich families.

There are also some business elites, newcomers to the workplace, and young
women from good families.

These girls are not something you can get with money, but Zhao Chengyu can
get them easily.

They would give anything to be face to face with their idols.

Of course, Zhao Chengyu was also very careful, and his targets were often
good young women, or women who were already engaged to the son of the
president of a certain group.

These women have taboos themselves and don’t worry about anyone saying
he sleeps with powder.

“I made you lose a fortune last time, so I’ll make it up to you today!”



Zhang Chengyu revealed a charming smile and patted the girl in his arms’
warped Tun, “Baby, I’ll accompany you tomorrow, so comfort my brother well
today.”

The girl was a little reluctant, but she got up and sat down next to Lin Feng.

Lin Feng’s eyes immediately lit up, this girl had a very voluptuous appearance.

“I can’t believe that kid has someone to protect him, we really missed our
chance!”

As Lin Feng was going up and down, harassing the girl’s face, Zhao Chengyu
suddenly spoke.

Helplessly, Lin Feng could only stop the tentacle of sexual bliss and frowned,
“Brother Zhao, I’ve asked around, Brother Knife has now been driven out of
Dan City, and it seems that the people above him aren’t happy with him
either!”

“After all, it’s in the Holander family’s territory, so if you find trouble with
Zyden’s friend, people will naturally be upset!”

Zhao Chengyu indifferently shrugged his shoulders and said, “The Holander
family should know I’m here by now, and Holander hasn’t come to see me yet,
how calm!”

“Holander won’t interfere in our affairs!”

Lin Feng’s heart still jumped at his words!

“Haha, someone of Holander’s rank, unless I become the president of the
Zhao Clan, he won’t be able to grind down his face to fight with me!Just keep
an eye on Hongzhi Ming, as long as he doesn’t interfere, no one will ruin our
plans!”



“This time, where does Zhao plan to start?”

Lin Feng looked at Zhao Chengyu in confusion.

“This Haoden Ye is an orphan, but it’s not easy to get into, I heard that his
father-in-law has a relative…”

Zhao Chengyu’s eyes narrowed.

“I get it!”Lin Feng’s eyes lit up, and he was familiar with Zhao Chengyu’s
methods.

“Well, you play, I’m going for a walk!”

Zhao Chengyu stood up and stretched his back.

The two girls looked disappointed when they saw him leaving.

They were here to accompany their idol and ended up in Lin Feng’s hands.

But they don’t dare to refuse, and if their idols are unhappy, there will be no
future opportunities.

When Zhao Chengyu left the door, Lin Feng had a smile on his face.

One grabbed a girl’s hair and pressed it down between her legs, while the
other held her slender waist with one hand.

“I heard you’re on the Dan City University dance team, are you interested in
doing a difficult move ah…”

The room was alive with color for a time.



Outside, Zhao Chengyu had a smirk on his lips and pulled out his phone to
look.

There were cameras in the room, all of which were filled with all sorts of
unpleasant images of Lin Feng and the two girls.

Zhao Chengyu opened a random room and looked tasteful.

Women he is called upon to have sex with, and is no longer content to have
sex with women, and sometimes it’s fun to see a girl unwillingly being played
by a man.

Moreover, he could use them to threaten Lin Feng.

The Lin family was very strict, and if a child within the family had a more
influential disadvantage, the family would ground that child.

Sometimes, this grounding lasts a lifetime, just like that guy did back then!

“Young Master, Miss Lin will be holding a concert soon, and I heard she has
something important to announce this time!”

At this time, a figure came over.

With a stiff face, Zhao Chengyu slowly clenched his fist.

Important announcement?

How many public statements has Lin Yu-Mo made over the years?

The important thing she said must have something to do with Haoden Ye.



“Yu Mo, I’ve been chasing you for so many years, can’t you see that I truly
mean it?Why do you fall for this man!”

Biting her teeth, Zhao Chengyu’s eyes grew cold.

It was getting late from the hospital.

Dean Li arranged staff quarters for Xu Yougong, but Haoden Ye insisted on
arranging a hotel on his own.

Xu Yougong came down from the provincial capital, and naturally there were
admirers, many of whom were willing to spend money to arrange a place for
him.

But today he was having a very nice conversation with Haoden Ye and
decided to give Haoden Ye this face.

A 2500-night room in the Imperial Hotel, and food for Xu Yougong, before
Haoden Ye left.

Driving back to the hospital, Haoden Ye and Maya Shen went through Milda
Hao’s discharge procedures together.

Milda Hao’s health was almost well enough, and Haoden Ye checked all
aspects of the problem.

As the three men reached the door, they were greeted by two men.

One was tall and thin, facing a middle-aged man with a somewhat gangly
look, while the other was facing a Confucian old man.

For some reason, when Haoden Ye saw the old man, he always felt that his
eyes were very strange.



“Oh, this lady, you could be a little more careful how you walk!”

The old man didn’t seem to see the person in front of him and almost bumped
into Milda Hao.

The hand quickly thumped on Milda Hao’s pulse with a smile in her eyes.

“I’m sorry old man, I just got sick and I’m a bit dizzy now!”Milda Hao smiled
politely.

The old man nodded lightly and swept his gaze at Haoden Ye, then continued
to walk in with the young man.

Haoden Ye was very curious about the old man and stared at his back.

“Ma, he’s been watching you, he’ll find something!”

At this point, the middle-aged man nervously asked the old man.

Glancing at the middle-aged man with slanted eyes, the old man said
unhappily, “So what if he has some suspicions?I’ve already poisoned the
second stage, so won’t he be begging for it then?”

The middle-aged man frowned, his eyes flashing with anger, but he nodded
honestly, “Yes, Ma Lao is right.”

The old man snorted coldly and turned his head to look at Haoden Ye again,
with a bit of smugness in his eyes.

Chapter 356
“Mom, you’re so sick and hungry, do you want to stop and get something to
eat!”



On the road, Haoden Ye asked as he drove.

“Good boy, Mama’s not hungry!”

Milda Hao looked a little weak, but her face was smiling benevolently.

In the past, my son-in-law was no good and didn’t look anywhere near him,
and such concern felt like nagging.

Now she gradually realizes that her son-in-law is more thoughtful than her
daughter and knows how to feel sorry for people.

People say that when a man has money, he becomes bad, but not his
son-in-law.

Compare that to your own husband….

Milda Hao sighed as she took a look at Robert Shen, who was having a look
at a calligraphy and painting store by the side of the road, one hand on her
thigh, copying the handwriting.

“Better be careful, I’ll call Dean Li later and ask him to help hire you a nurse!”

Haoden Ye was still unsure, he didn’t believe that the other party’s tactics
were this little.

“No really!”

Milda Hao smiled warmly and was about to continue to persuade, but
suddenly her chest was in pain.

“Yeho, listen to the car, I’m going down there to throw up!”



Covering her chest, Milda Hao’s face paled.

The three people in the car tensed up, and Maya Shen helped her mother,
“Mom, how are you feeling!”

Hastily stopped the car, Haoden Ye opened the door and got out to open the
door for Milda Hao.

Getting out of the car, Milda Hao vomited violently.

In the mouth, a cloud of black blood spurted out.

Robert Shen and Maya Shen, who got off the bus at the back, both turned
pale at the sight!

“Mom!What’s wrong with you?”Maya Shen cried out.

“Haoden Ye, what’s going on here!”Robert Shen looked over to Haoden Ye in
fear.

Without answering Robert Shen, Haoden Ye pressed Milda Hao’s pulse.

By this time Milda Hao’s pulse had completely closed and her internal
bleeding was severe.

“What the hell is going on, I’ve just healed Mom!”

Haoden Ye’s heart was also astonished.

“What the hell is wrong with my mom!”

Helplessly, Haoden Ye could only ask the koi fish.



At this time, both Maya Shen and Robert Shen were anxious, and Robert
Shen even looked at Haoden Ye with an angry gaze.

“I should have let Dr. Xu treat you, but it seems you’re still no good as a
Chinese doctor!”Robert Shen raged.

In the back of his mind, Koi Fish’s voice rang out, “Learn the Poison Sutra in
order to diagnose!”

Hearing this, Haoden Ye quickly made a wish.

Soon, a red bubble began to split, and Haoden Ye’s mind flooded with
knowledge of the Poison Sutra.

“The Poison Sutra’s Chinese Poison Book covers all the now known
pharmacological toxins!”

Based on the contents inside, Haoden Ye immediately made a diagnosis.

“Wind Evil Poison, which causes the opponent’s meridians to be blocked by
medicinal methods, and then after the opponent adopts reasonable treatment
methods, a second herb is placed, causing the opponent’s blood to flow
backwards!”

It’s simple to say that half of the other person’s meridians are closed first.

The healing process can unblock that half of the meridians, and the newly
unblocked meridian will affect the unblocked meridian, which is poisoned at
this time to make the meridian that was once blocked go backwards.

Half of the meridians are not running in harmony, which can lead to internal
bleeding.



“Treatment, drink water, and do not continue acupuncture treatment!”

This treatment just needs a little water and the body will naturally adjust to it,
but if you continue to treat it, you’ll just mess it up.

“What an insidious technique!”

Haoden Ye understood the principle and was horrified.

Milda Hao was so sick that it was impossible for him not to treat it, yet once he
started treating it, it would induce other diseases.

“Oh, Mom’s fine, just drink some water!”

Haoden Ye revealed a relaxed smile to the two men.

“Are you kidding me, your mother is in such a state, you tell me she just needs
some water!”

Robert Shen became furious at the news and glared at Haoden Ye and
roared.

Maya Shen didn’t quite believe Haoden Ye either, and in the meantime, her
eyebrows said, “Haoden Ye, if you don’t know how to treat it, forget it, let’s find
someone else, you don’t want to delay Mom’s condition!”

It wasn’t that the two of them didn’t trust Haoden Ye, it was just that Milda
Hao’s situation looked so bad that they were anxious.

“No, drive us back to the hospital now!”

Robert Shen is taking Milda Hao to the hospital!



Haoden Ye was shocked, if Milda Hao went to the hospital, the doctor would
definitely treat her, and then it would be in bad shape!

“Dad, you have to trust me, Mom’s fine now, and money is no good for
treatment!”

Haoden Ye anxiously pulled Milda Hao.

“Haoden Ye, what are you talking nonsense, even if the hospital treatment
doesn’t work, it won’t harm Mom, look at what she’s become!”

Maya Shen also got unhappy and tried to push Haoden Ye away.

“Shut up, both of you, are you a doctor or is Yeh a doctor?”

At the crucial moment, Milda Hao glared at the father and daughter and said,
“Haoden Ye said drink some water, just drink some water, you two don’t make
trouble!”

Haoden Ye was touched by the news and quickly brought water for Milda Hao.

With a mouthful of water, Milda Hao really felt that the vomiting sensation had
lessened a lot.

Panting slowly, Milda Hao said, “I feel better!”

The father and daughter were relieved to see this, and Robert Shen was still
unsure, “Shall we go to the hospital again to check it out?”

“When you go to the hospital, isn’t the doctor going to listen to Yeh?”

With a blank look at her husband, Milda Hao didn’t look good.



The family of four got back into the car and went home, and on the way Milda
Hao threw up twice more, and the symptoms gradually subsided.

Back home, Haoden Ye took care of Milda Hao to rest, after which he himself
sat on the sofa tiredly.

Just after a short break, the phone suddenly rang, it was an unfamiliar
number.

“Hey!Dr. Yap?”

The voice on the other end of the phone was icy and clearly not a good one.

“I am, why?”Haoden Ye was confused.

“Hey, I don’t think your mother-in-law is doing too well right now.”

The phone caller smirked.

Haoden Ye’s heart was lingering, this person was clearly poisoning Milda Hao.

Last time it was Liu Fei Leng, this time it’s Milda Hao, what does this person
want?

Haoden Ye was busy pretending to be anxious, “Who are you, what did you
do to my mom!”

“Oh, do you have the easy way to cleanse the marrow and not treat her?”

The other party smirked proudly and said, “Is it possible that the Yijing marrow
cleansing method is useless?”



“I Ching cleansing?”Haoden Ye wondered in his heart, when did he go back to
the I Ching to wash the marrow?

“What are you saying, I don’t understand!”Haoden Ye was confused.

“You can deny it, but your mother’s illness can’t be delayed!”

The other smiled coldly.

“Who the hell are you, and I don’t even know what you’re talking about with
your I Ching marrow cleansing!”

Haoden Ye spoke angrily.

“It doesn’t matter if you don’t admit it, you have twenty minutes to meet me at
the footbridge and bring with you the I Ching marrow cleansing method!”

The other party said, and hung up the phone directly.

The other party obviously didn’t want to talk to him and was clearly the one
who had poisoned Milda Hao!

Hurting Haoden Ye, he wasn’t quite angry, yet hurting his family was
something Haoden Ye couldn’t stand!

“This man, he must die!”

Chapter 357
Putting down the phone, a coldness flashed across Haoden Ye’s gaze.

“Who was that on the phone!”



At this time, Maya Shen walked out of the room.

She had just taken a shower and was wearing a close-fitting nightgown with
no underwear underneath.

The perfect body was almost all over the place, and a blush was on her pretty
face.

Reaching Haoden Ye, Maya Shen very naturally sat next to Haoden Ye and
lay in Haoden Ye’s arms.

The hair carried dampness and rubbed against Haoden Ye’s chest.

Taking a deep breath, Maya Shen had a look of contented happiness on her
face.

“I’m sorry, I shouldn’t have not trusted you today!”

Maya Shen’s pretty face was apologetic.

“Mom is so sick, it’s okay for you to be anxious!”

With a slight smile, Haoden Ye was considerate.

“Honey, you’re so sweet!”Maya Shen got up and hugged and kissed Haoden
Ye’s face.

Haoden Ye also responded enthusiastically, and the two figures intertwined
together.

“Haoden Ye, I’m really scared when I see this situation with Mom today!”

A long kiss, the two of them separated, and Maya Shen’s eyes moistened.



Perhaps only death can make one appreciate the present more.

Before Haoden Ye could comfort him, Maya Shen embraced him again and
kissed him again for a long time.

This time, she was very enthusiastic and proactive, and Haoden Ye had a
sneaking feeling that something was about to happen.

He responded enthusiastically as well, one hand touching the forbidden area.

And this time, instead of pushing him away, Maya Shen became even more
enthusiastic.

“Ahem!”Just when Haoden Ye thought he could reach the water, a cough
sounded from behind.

Both of them were shocked at the same time, and the fire in Maya Shen’s
eyes was instantly extinguished.

“Ah…Dad!”Maya Shen stood up, her pretty face blushing into an apple.

Robert Shen came over with a straight face and an unpleasant tone, “Pay
attention at home!”

He really didn’t want to attract the attention of two people, but he had to pass
through the living room on his way out, and he had important things to do in
the afternoon.

Haoden Ye and Maya Shen watched him out the door with a guilty
conscience, Haoden Ye hugged Maya Shen and wanted to continue.

“Don’t!Mom’s still in the room!”



After what had just happened, Maya Shen was much calmer and a little more
alert.

Dad saw it just now, and if Mom saw it again later, she’d never be able to face
the two old men again.

“Huh?Now you’re saying no!”

Haoden Ye stared at it, his face bitter.

“Honey, you’re torturing me!”Haoden Ye complained.

“Haoden Ye, I don’t want to fight with you today, can we wait a little longer?I
promise you, it will be as soon as possible!”

Maya Shen lowered her head, her face sad.

She was also now wondering if the pregnancy was just an excuse.

The more secure she felt, the more she feared loss.

Tenderly hugging his wife, Haoden Ye sighed, “Hey!It doesn’t matter if we’ve
been waiting for so long anyway!”

“Honey!”Maya Shen hugged Haoden Ye excitedly, tears filling her eyes.

She now even thought that it didn’t matter if Haoden Ye really was out there
with another woman or what.

He always loved himself, and it was nothing more than physical contact with
others.



Thinking that he would have to go to the runway later, Haoden Ye said,
“What’s going on in the company today?If you’re okay, you can rest at home!”

“Teach the company’s business to Little Zhang to handle it, there’s been a lot
of business lately and I’m exhausted!”

Maya Shen smiled and nodded, although she looked tired, her eyes were
radiant inside.

I can tell she’s enjoying the busyness of the present.

“You go rest, I’m going out to do something!”

Comforting his wife to rest, Haoden Ye drove out.

At the overpass, Haoden Ye looked left and right, not finding the person who
called him.

“Young man, tell me your fortune!”

An old man setting up a stall on the footbridge stared at Haoden Ye and
greeted him with a smile.

“Sorry, next time!”

Haoden Ye said politely, his eyes still darting around.

“Young man, I’ve been looking around for half a day, so I should be looking for
someone, so why don’t I do the math for you, otherwise how do you know that
the person who wants to look for someone is actually close to you?”

The old man smiled, his tone deep in thought.



Haoden Ye turned around at the news and looked at the old man in stunned
silence.

“It’s you!”Haoden Ye gritted his teeth and crumbled out two words through his
teeth.

The old man’s eyes narrowed into slits, and a brilliant light flickered inside,
“Young man, I want…”

He hadn’t finished speaking when suddenly there was a wind in his ears and
he opened his eyes to see a footstool flying in his face.

Bang!The iron railing of the overpass made a crunching sound and the back
of the old man’s head hit it hard, blinding him for a moment.

Then, the old man felt his hair tighten and was actually grabbed by Haoden
Ye, his forehead hitting the railing heavily.

“How dare you poison my mother, I’ll show you what poison is today!”

The Ma family was not only good at using poison, but also practiced martial
arts, the old man was suddenly attacked without prevention so he was caught
off guard by Haoden Ye, and then came back to his senses and naturally had
the power to fight back.

While Haoden Ye raised his fist, the old man stomped on a back foot, trying to
get out of freeing Haoden Ye’s hand.

Even if Lin Yumo came with this hand, he might not be able to dodge it, not to
mention that when the old man did it, one hand had already sprinkled the toxic
powder into the air.

Not wanting his body to retreat yet, Haoden Ye kept chatting up and stepped
on his back.



With a poof, the old man fell right onto the ground.

“This kid knows Kung Fu!”The old man was horrified.

But he didn’t need to worry, his poison was supposed to be prepared for
Haoden Ye so that he would give up his fighting ability, and he could take
advantage of the opportunity to control him and find an empty place to ask for
the Yijing marrow cleansing method.

With one hand on the ground, the old man waited for Haoden Ye to poison
him.

However, not only did Haoden Ye show no signs of poisoning, but he hit even
harder.

“How dare you poison me, do you think you’re afraid of me because you can
use poison?Quickly tell me who sent you to harm my mother, the Lin family or
the Sun family!”

Haoden Ye played while forcing a confession, the old man heard but was
horrified.

He had actually unlocked his own Purple Quicksand!

You know that there is no antidote to Purple Quicksand, just the solution.

The poison itself is not considered poisonous, but it can just induce a nervous
disorder in the body.

So there is no antidote for this poison, even the most popular Western dialysis
methods cannot be unraveled.



The only way to solve this is to immerse your body in water and soak it for an
hour or so.

Haoden Ye apparently didn’t soak it just now, but he also unraveled the poison
of the Purple Quicksand.

For a moment, the old man was incomparably frightened.

“It’s a hit, help!”

The martial arts didn’t work, the poison didn’t work, and the old man could
only use what seemed to be the most effective method now.

Many passers-by on the footbridge were already gathered around by now.

Seeing the situation here, many people revealed a look of surprise.

A young man assaulted an old man and many people immediately began to
accuse Haoden Ye.

Chapter 358
Someone is even taking out a cell phone and filming!

“What’s wrong with young people today?How dare he go down on an old man
like him!”

“The human heart is not ancient and morally bankrupt!”

“Young man, if you keep hitting us we’ll call the police!”

The crowd of onlookers grew, shouting at the top of their lungs.



If it wasn’t for seeing that Haoden Ye knew kung fu, a few hot-blooded youths
would have to come up to help.

“What the hell do you know, this old man pretended to be a fortune teller and
sold fake medicine to my mother, causing her to…”

Haoden Ye was no fool, knowing that he was bound to lose out if this
continued, and immediately spoke emotionally.

There are quite a few such liars these days, and the onlookers were instantly
furious when they heard it.

“Kill him for harming the old man!”

The wind was blowing one way and the horse on the ground was unable to
eat.

“Call the police, get the police here!I’m getting killed!”

Ma Ruorai shouted, but he was incredibly frustrated.

A member of the Jiangbei Ma family actually had to use the help of the police
to get out of it, and he wouldn’t have to hang around anymore.

“Don’t worry everyone, I’ll turn him over to the police!”

Haoden Ye closed his hand and said a polite word to the onlookers, which
grabbed Ma Rulai’s shoulder.

“You can use poison, can’t you?You should know about black killing poison!”

Ma Ruorai was startled and whirled, his face brushing white.



“Black…black killing poison, no way, it’s been lost, you can’t possibly!”Ma Ru
Ru was terrified.

“Hey, now look at the palm of your hand!”Haoden Ye smiled morosely.

When Ma Ruorai looked into his palm, he saw countless cobwebbed black
lines on it.

In an instant, the horse fell like an ice cave.

Black kills poison, and the poisoned person’s body will slowly decay, gradually
cracking along the black line.

The process lasts more than thirty days, and during the process one is able to
feel the pain of decay, but is unable to control his body.

Of course, that’s not even the scariest part of this poison.

The horror of this poison is that the antidote is not at all certain, and the
person who poisoned it can change the ratio of herbs to determine the
antidote at will.

“Young man, I’ll listen to anything you say, give me the antidote!”

The horse had gone pale and frightened.

“Be good and come with me and don’t do anything stupid!”

Haoden Ye grabbed Ma Rulai’s clothes and left, and the two men made their
way through the crowd and down the overpass.

In a small alley, Haoden Ye let go of his horse and sneered, “Say it, who the
hell are you!”



“The Ma family of Jiangbei, Ma Rulai!”Ma Ruorai didn’t dare have a word of
nonsense.

“The Majestic?Kangbuk?Jiangbei City?”Haoden Ye looked at him in
confusion.

Ma Rulai showed a look of displeasure, “Don’t insult me, you know how to use
poison, and you know how to wash the marrow with easy scriptures, and you
still don’t know the Jiangbei Ma family?”

Shrugging his shoulders, Haoden Ye revealed the indifferent look of a man
who said, “Believe it or not, I just don’t know.”

Ma Rulai gave him a suspicious glance, and was even more surprised when
he finally decided that Haoden Ye wasn’t lying.

“Why are you hurting my mother and returning Miss Willow!”Haoden Ye
changed the topic.

“I’m deluded, wanting to get your easy scripture marrow cleansing
method!”Ma Ruoxi hurried to be honest.

“Yi Jing cleanses the marrow, what kind of method is this, I don’t even know
how!”Haoden Ye was furious, “Who did you hear say I could do this?”

“You’ve already poisoned me, there’s no need to lie to me, that day you gave
Zhou Xiaojun Yijing and broke my poison!”

The horse had a depressed look on his face.

“Ah!So that’s it!”Haoden Ye came to a sudden realization!



No wonder Zhou Xiaojun had that reaction after eating the Rejuvenation Pill, it
was because he had been poisoned.

“You poisoned Zhou Xiaojun?Why!”Haoden Ye’s gaze was stern.

“This…I can promise you, but you have to promise me one thing!Otherwise I
wouldn’t have told you even if it was a black-kill poisoning!”

Ma Ru looked at Haoden Ye, her eyes resolute.

It wasn’t that he wasn’t afraid of black killing poison anymore, he just wanted
to take a chance.

The fact that Haoden Ye had no qualms about beating himself up in a rage
just because his mother had been poisoned by him showed that this person
was a merciful person.

And such people will definitely care more about Zhou Xiaojun.

“Say!”Haoden Ye was impatient.

“You will take me as your disciple and teach me the I Ching marrow cleansing
method!”Ma Ruler was busy.

“Huh?”Haoden Ye stared at him with wide eyes and pointed to his nose,
“You… want to worship me as your master?”

Ma Rulai nodded with a resolute look, not embarrassed in the slightest by the
fact that he was a year old and worshipping Haoden Ye as his master.

You know, you can’t learn how to use poison by yourself.



The best old books and the most detailed steps may not be successful to
learn.

That takes a long time to operate!

The process of configuration, however, is so tedious that a novice dispenser
will essentially poison himself.

It takes practice to know whether the poison you’ve formulated works or not.

And he can’t just find some random guy on the street to test the poison!

It takes an experienced person to tell you whether the poison is working or not
by observing the color of the drug, the fineness of the powder, etc., and
whether it lacks the fire.

A lot of what he has now is still in his father’s hands was made before his
death, and because he knew he was going to die, he dared to make some of
the more toxic drugs.

That’s why it’s important to learn to use poison and worship the right master.

“Yes, a teacher for a day is a father for a lifetime, if you want you recognize
me as your disciple, Ma Rulai will be loyal to you!”

The horse’s voice was as strong as a bell.

The Poison Sect has the heaviest rules, if a master feels that his disciple has
betrayed him, he can directly poison him, no evidence is needed.

When the time comes to casually excuse the pupil’s negligence in dispensing
the medicine and poisoning himself to death, no one will be able to blame the
problem.



That’s why most Poison Gate apprentices are driven by their masters as
servants, and some may even become killers under them.

“I really don’t know anything about ectoplasmic marrow cleansing, Zhou
Xiaojun that’s the only way to undo your poison after eating my pills!”

Shrugging his shoulders, Haoden Ye was helpless.

Despite his anger, he felt embarrassed that such an old man had to worship
him as his master.

Ma Rulai’s face changed slightly at the news, there was no reason for Haoden
Ye to lie to him at this time.

A pill that has the same effect as a Yijing marrow cleansing, isn’t that the
same as a Yijing marrow cleansing?

“Master!”Ma Rulai didn’t wait for Haoden Ye to continue speaking, and
immediately knelt down, “If you don’t accept me today, let me die of poison!”

Haoden Ye dumbfoundedly looked at Ma Rulai and opened his mouth, but he
didn’t know what to say.

He could kill Ma Rulai, but couldn’t take a knee from an old man like him.

“You…you get up quick, don’t think I’ll spare you that!”Haoden Ye pretended
to be angry.

“I’ll say the same thing, if you won’t let me die of poison if I don’t!”Ma Rulai
was old and shrewd, how could he not see that Haoden Ye was confused?

Chapter 359



Befriending Haoden Ye as his master would indeed cause him to lose his
freedom, and he must be loyal to Haoden Ye in the future.

But for him, he could learn superior methods of using poison as well as
superior medical techniques, and even easy marrow cleansing methods, all of
which he could disregard.

“Yes!I…I’ll take you as my disciple, so get up!”

Haoden Ye was now unable to eat and quickly nodded his head.

“Thank you, Master!”Ma Ruorai’s heart was overjoyed!

He totally gambled on this one, and he won the bet!

“Don’t call me that in the future when there are bystanders, and don’t get
down on your knees at every turn!”

Haoden Ye hurriedly pulled him up and said with a heavy face, “You can now
say who is trying to harm Zhou Xiaojun!”

“Zhou Xiaojun’s second uncle!”Ma Rudra hurried.

“Huh?”Haoden Ye turned pale and said in shock, “Why!”

“Zhou Xiaojun’s mother Zhou Juzhen is a mob boss in Dan City, she secretly
saved a sum of money and left it to Zhou Xiaojun, this matter is unknown to
Zhou Xiaojun and Zhou Juzhen’s men, only Zhou Xiaojun’s second uncle
Zhou Weikang knows about it!”

Maru began to explain.



Haoden Ye came to a sudden realization, and his face couldn’t help but show
anger.

“Bastard, for money he even harmed his own niece!”

When Ma Rulai heard that, he carefully looked at Haoden Ye and whispered,
“Master, you would say that because you don’t know how much the money is
yet, right?”

Haoden Ye was startled, and Ma Rulai stretched out five fingers and said,
“The whole 500 million!”

Haoden Ye also turned pale at the news, never imagining that Zhou Juzhen
could have so much money for a mobster.

“That’s no reason to harm your niece for money!”Haoden Ye’s tone was still
angry.

“Hey, in Master’s eyes, money is naturally worthless, but there are plenty of
people who love money in this world!”

Naturally, Ma Rulai couldn’t understand Haoden Ye’s feelings, so he had to
flatter.

“Tell me about your Jiangbei Ma family!”

Haoden Ye took Ma Rulai out of the first alley to get to know this Ma family by
the way.

He can’t fully trust Ma Ruora yet, but he’s caught in his own poison and
doesn’t dare to do anything.



“Our Ma family has been living in the north of the river for over four hundred
years and has been known for using poison!”

Ma Ruorai’s face was full of pride as he mentioned his family.

“Of course ordinary people haven’t heard of me our horse family, only the
people of the road know about it.”

“We horse people focus on researching the use of poison and rarely go out of
the mountains unless someone is paying to buy someone else’s life!”

Hearing this, Haoden Ye felt uncomfortable.

“You’re a member of the horse family, you must have harmed a lot of people
too!”

Ma Ruler looked embarrassed, he had indeed harmed many people, and he
couldn’t tell if they deserved it or not.

“Master misunderstood, we Ma Clan are not killers, we only take business
occasionally, even I have only taken business seven times, this is the seventh
time!”

Sighing in his heart, Haoden Ye wondered if he should get rid of Ma Rulai
now.

After learning the Poison Sutra, he knew how to use poison.

It’s good to have such a person by your side to defend yourself, he’s been
poisoned by his own poison and he has to help cure it!

“I don’t care what you’ve done before, no one is allowed to do anything to
anyone else without my orders from now on!”



Haoden Ye turned around and looked sternly.

“Don’t worry, Master!”Ma Ruorai quickly bowed.

Two people got into the car and Haoden Ye prepared to drive.

“Master, how can I let you drive, I’ll do it!”

Ma Ru Ru took the driver’s seat before anyone else.

“I’d rather do it!”Haoden Ye looked a little embarrassed, Ma Rulai’s respectful
appearance made him unable to adapt.

“How can this be, you are the master and I am the apprentice!”

Ma Ruler was very insistent, and acted like if you don’t let me drive, I’ll jump
off the building.

Haoden Ye had no choice but to get on the passenger side.

The two men drove to the pharmacy, which was now closed, and Lin was no
longer there.

“You’ll be watching the place for me from now on!”

Bringing Ma Rulai into the pharmacy, Haoden Ye.

Eyeing the pharmacy, Maru couldn’t quite believe it.

A man of Haoden Ye’s caliber opened such a small pharmacy?

“Master, with your skills, how come the pharmacy is so small?”



Ma Rulai started to fight for Haoden Ye: “I still have a few pharmacies in my
hand, shall I give you one?”

With a bitter smile, Haoden Ye shook his head and said, “Forget it, although I
have a store here, the herbs are mainly sold to the Spiritual Medicine Hall!”

Ma Ruorai came to a sudden realization at the news and said to himself, “No
wonder I’ve never heard of him before, it seems Master is very low-key.”

Haoden Ye began to introduce the prices of various herbs for Ma Rulai, and
only after hearing the prices did Ma Rulai look relieved.

In his heart, he felt that only such a price was worthy of Haoden Ye.

After the introduction, Haoden Ye was ready to leave, Ma Rulai rubbed his
hands and smiled apologetically, “Master, when are you going to teach me
how to use poison!”

He didn’t mention this, and Haoden Ye even forgot, thinking before saying,
“What poisons do you know how to prepare, get some for me tomorrow, I’ll
see what level you are at first!”

There were countless poisons recorded in the Poison Sutra, and it was very
simple to teach him a few poisons that he could easily dissolve himself.

“Don’t worry, Master!”As soon as the horse came to life, he nodded his head.

After arranging Ma Rulai, Haoden Ye left the pharmacy and went directly to
find Zyden.

“Jun, what do you think of the house I bought for you?”



Inside the upscale neighborhood, Zyden pointed in the distance to Zhou
Xiaojun.

Zhou Xiaojun was dressed in a thin white sweatshirt today, looking bland and
unimpressive.

But the men who see her will be absolutely mesmerized by her beauty.

The girl had undergone a metamorphosis, going from plain and simple to a
natural beauty.

In fact, Zhou Xiaojun’s bottom wasn’t bad, and still had the kind of
flamboyance of his mother, Zhou Juzhen.

Only just graduated from college she went to join the army, and after the army
exercise came down to the police academy to train, even if the best skin is
worn out.

In particular, the flirty style on her body had long been deeply latent, and if it
wasn’t for Haoden Ye’s medicine, she would have never seen it in her life.

“I said Master Holander, I’ll let you rent me a house, who asked you to buy me
a house?”

Zhou Xiaojun stared at Zyden in a fury, his almond eyes wide open.

“Jun, you misunderstood, I didn’t buy you a house!”

Zyden quickly shook his head, then pointed at the building, “I bought you a
building!”



After saying that, he was afraid that Zhou Xiaojun wouldn’t believe him, and
directly took out the house books, a whole stack of them, all with Zhou
Xiaojun’s name on them.

“Huh?”Zhou Xiaojun’s mouth opened wide and looked at the distant building.

“Zyden, do you think I’m a gold-worshipper?Buy me a house and I’ll follow
you?”

Zhou Xiaojun was so angry that he wanted to hit someone and glared at
Zyden.

“Jun, don’t be mad at me, don’t you like it here?Why don’t I buy the new
building downtown…oops, that building was originally owned by our Holander
family!”

Zyden seemed to have suddenly remembered something and slapped his
head.

“You…”

Zhou Xiaojun was so angry that he couldn’t speak.

Chapter 360
From afar, Haoden Ye saw two people and quickly walked over.

“Holander!Another fight with Xiao Jun!”

“Dr. Yeh!”

As soon as Zhou Xiaojun saw Haoden Ye, the anger on his face instantly
disappeared and he happily ran over.



“Are you here to deliver my medicine, Dr. Yap?Is there some new result?”

Zhou Xiaojun looked at Haoden Ye with his eyes wide open.

“Jun, my building isn’t even as good as his medicine before, you’re too
biased!”

Zyden’s heart began to grow sour at the sight of Zhou Xiaojun’s enthusiasm.

“Xiao Jun, you don’t want to be in good fortune, you know that Simen didn’t
treat that girl so well!”

Haoden Ye wanted to laugh when he saw Zyden’s appearance, and was busy
pretending to persuade Zhou Xiaojun to hide his laughter.

“Nasty, don’t go off topic, you haven’t answered my question yet!”

Zhou Xiaojun’s small mouth deflated and began to pamper himself.

“Simen doesn’t pay, the herbs I brought to make medicine ah!”

Shrugging his shoulders, Haoden Ye was helpless.

“Yes, I have money!”

As soon as Zyden looked like he had a chance to perform, he quickly farted
over and pulled out his bank card, “This card is not overdrawn, you take it and
brush it, our Xiao Jun wants to buy anything!”

“Get lost, don’t I have any money?”Zhou Xiaojun gave him a hard stare.

“Well, you two can stop it, I’m here to get down to business!”



Haoden Ye laughed bitterly in his heart and quickly pulled away from the topic.

“What little couple, I didn’t agree to that nuisance!”

Zhou Xiaojun wrinkled his nose in displeasure.

Zyden’s face, however, was serious, “What’s so serious!”

Haoden Ye thought for a moment and told Zhou Weikang about it.

Both men listened and their faces changed.

“TMD, even my Zyden Holander’s woman dares to harm!”

Zyden was instantly furious, his eyes flashing with murderous aura inside.

“Zyden, don’t mess around, this is our family’s business, you don’t need to
interfere!”

Zhou Xiaojun’s eyes were filled with tears, but he still pulled Zyden.

“Xiao Jun, this person isn’t even human, he can do it even if you’re so good!”

Zyden was furious.

“No matter what he does to me, he’s my second uncle!”

Zhou Xiaojun bit his lip, tears coming to his eyes.

Seeing her like this, Zyden was angry and upset, but he calmed down.



Reaching out and hugging Zhou Xiaojun’s shoulders, Zyden Holander said,
“Don’t be sad, I promise you just don’t care!”

Zhou Xiaojun sobbed and shook off his hand, turning to walk out of the
neighborhood.

“You leave me alone, I want to calm down!”

Watching her leave, Zyden immediately tried to catch up, but was pulled by
Haoden Ye.

“Holander, leave her alone for a while!”

Haoden Ye sighed as he thought of the complicated situation at Zhou
Xiaojun’s home.

Gritting his teeth, Zyden stopped his steps.

“No, I still don’t trust him, I can’t let him hurt Jun again!”

Zyden clenched his fist, his eyes once again filled with killing intent.

“Holander, you’re such a smart person, why are you confused at this
time?Don’t forget, you promised Xiao Jun that you wouldn’t hurt his second
uncle!”

With a slight smile, Haoden Ye said.

Zyden was displeased when he heard this and said in a bad voice, “Did I let
him hurt Little Jun?”

Patting him on the shoulder, Haoden Ye smiled, “But I didn’t promise her!You
treat me like a brother, she’s my sibling!”



Zyden’s eyes lit up and he laughed, “Haha, I forgot about it, good brother, I’m
counting on you for this!”

“No problem!”Haoden Ye nodded his head in righteousness, then held up two
fingers and said, “Two million, deducted from the debt!”

Zyden was stunned that Haoden Ye didn’t mention it, he had forgotten to
borrow Haoden Ye’s money.

“You’re still remembering, well, not two million, let’s deduct four million, I’m
going to make him regret what he did!”

Zyden gritted his teeth, viciously.

“Where’s Master Ma?Not back yet?”

Inside a luxury hotel in Dan City, Zhou Weikang walked anxiously left and
right.

“Boss, don’t worry, Master Ma has said that that kid is not simple to deal with,
it will be troublesome to deal with!”

Zhou Weikang followed him with a dog’s leg.

There was a knock on the door.

The dog leg immediately ran over and opened the door, and someone outside
said, “Master Ma has sent a box!”

The dog’s leg was strange, but he still took the box and gave it to Zhou
Weikang.



Zhou Weikang couldn’t wait to open the box, but there was another layer of
packaging on the outside.

And this layer of packaging has a few words written on it: “There’s a surprise
inside!”

Frowning, Zhou Weikang revealed a puzzled look.

But he didn’t hesitate to open the layer of packaging, never imagining there
was another layer inside.

“The surprise is that you’re poisoned!”

Zhou Weikang’s face whooshed, and the dog’s legs took a frightened step
back.

“What’s the horse up to again!”

Somewhat disbelieving the words on the box, Zhou Weikang opened the
second layer and there was another layer inside.

“Ma Ruorai is already in my hands, and you’ve been poisoned by my poison!”

This time, Zhou Weikang’s face was completely pale.

With trembling hands, he opened the third level.

Thinking with your butt, you know there must be something else to say when
you send him a box like that.

“Don’t worry, he’s fine, just to give you a warning!Open the next level!”

Slightly stunned, Zhou Weikang frowned.



Is this “he” Ma Ru-lai? Do I care if he’s okay?

At this time, I heard a scream, and the dog fell to the ground foaming at the
mouth.

With a pale face, Zhou Weikang subconsciously stepped away from the dog’s
legs.

Opening the next layer, Zhou Weikang saw a line.

“Last warning, don’t do anything to Zhou Xiaojun, or you’ll be worse off than
him!”

Seeing these words, Zhou Weikang subconsciously looked over at the little
brother on the ground.

But then he saw the dense blisters slowly floating up on his face, giving him
goose bumps.

By this time, Zhou Weikang’s little brother was already rolling on the ground,
his face in agony, and there were popping sounds coming from his body.

Apparently there were blisters on him too, which he was squeezing and
bursting!

Gulping, Zhou Weikang dialed the emergency number with a trembling hand.

An ambulance sounded, and below the hotel building, Haoden Ye watched as
a pale Zhou Weikang and his men got into the ambulance.

“Hopefully, you’ll be honest!”

Sighing in his heart, Haoden Ye shook his head.



He had poisoned Zhou Weikang’s body, and to trigger this poison, he only
needed Zhou Weikang to get up close and personal with him once.

Just once, Zhou Weikang would get blisters all over his body and eventually
die in agony.

The Poison Sutra contained more than 1,700 kinds of poisons, and this was
just the simplest one.

There were some very terrifying poisons that Haoden Ye even felt chills when
he looked at them.

For example, there is a poison that doesn’t cost much to make people obey
you for a short period of years.

There is a poison that keeps the body aching after it is taken, but the cause of
the pain cannot be found.

There is also a poison that changes the nature of the person, a meek person
becomes violent.


